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Abstract
Understanding the spatial pattern of fire is essential for Mediterranean
vegetation management. Fire risk maps are typically constructed at coarse resolutions
using vegetation maps with limited capacity for prescribing prevention activities. This
study describes and evaluates a novel approach for fire risk assessment that may
produce a decision support system for actual fire management at fine scales for
strategic planning actions.
FARSITE, a deterministic two dimensional fire growth and behavior model, using vector
fire propagation technique based on Huygens’s principle, was activated to generate
Monte Carlo simulations of fire spread events. FARSITE fuel models were adjusted for
Mediterranean conditions. The study area was 200 km² of Mount Carmel, Israel.
All data layers were collected and processed from real information to construct a local
GIS database including topographic data, climatic data, vegetation, and fuel models; In
addition to human activity layer based on roads, hiking trails, and urban built up areas
which served as the potential ignition map, 80% of the ignition sites were randomized
from the human activity map, while the other 20% were randomly chosen from the
Carmel wildland area.
The Monte Carlo simulation session consisted of multiple fire events. For each simulated
fire event, a calendar date, fire duration, ignition location, climatic data and other
parameters were selected randomly from the known distributions of these parameters.
The resulting multiple fire spread maps of the randomized fire events were overlaid to
produce an initial map of 'hotspots' of fire frequency; hereby the fire risk map.
The empirical distribution of fire events was Bootstrapped for results enhancement and
statistical assessment, which means that sets of fire events were resampled with
replacement from the “original” empirical distribution of fire events. These different
sets were used to evaluate and enhance the risk map by calculating MSE and bias values
of the Monte Carlo risk map.
The results revealed a clear pattern of fires, with high frequency areas. This pattern was
compared to major documented historical fires showing a high degree of compliance.
These results demonstrate the complexities of the fire behavior, showing a very clear
pattern of risk level even at fine scales, where neighboring areas have different risk
levels due to combinations of these factors.
The spatial pattern of the fire frequency map is affected by several factors such as fuel
map, microclimate, topography and the distribution of ignition locations. Thus a
sensitivity analysis was conducted to reveal the influence of each data layer on the final
map product. These data layers were neutralized and the process of risk evaluation was
1
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activated for each neutralized set of data to evaluate its contribution to the final
product by comparing it the reference risk map based on real data.
Few other spatial tests were also conducted to check if hotspots were related to any
type of fuel model or other data; but no direct influence was detected. The results
emphasize the complexity of fire behavior and fire risk mapping and exemplify the role
of simulations and statistical approach to improve our understanding in this field.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Fire is a major disturbance factor in forests ecosystem. Broadly defined to include
woodlands and savannas, Forests cover more than 30% of the world's land surface,
about 3.9 billion hectares (1). Annually millions of hectares; around 0.9% of the total
area of forests, are consumed by fire with damage to property, livelihoods and frequent
loss of life (2). Although natural fires may benefit forest ecosystems to retain their vigor
and reproductive capacity, most fires nowadays have negative effect on forest
vegetation and biomass. Uncontrolled vegetation fires also contribute to global
warming, air pollution, desertification and loss of biodiversity (3).
The apparent global increase in catastrophic wildfires has multiple causes (4).
Considering years of suppression activity and bad fuel treatment causing accumulation
of fuels, The increase in fire occurrence frequency, longer fire durations, and longer fire
seasons is seen as an immediate response to climatic changes and global warming
effects (5) (6) (7) (8) (9). The majority of fires are caused by humans (1) (10) (11).
In the Mediterranean Basin around 50,000 fires sweep through 0.7 to 1.0 million
hectares of Mediterranean forests each year and contribute to forest destruction (12).
Although natural fires were a major force in the biological evolution of the
Mediterranean biota, recent events are causing enormous ecological and economic
damage, as well as loss of human life (13) (14).
Mediterranean fires are largely determined by climatic conditions; long dry summers
with high temperatures reduce the moisture content of forest litter to below 5%.
Consequently, even a small flame (e.g. smoldering cigarette) can potentially lead to
severe wildfire (1). Environmental factors such as fire history, vegetation cover, soil type
or topography, all affect fire ignition and behavior (15).
Recent climatic studies of global warming effects predict the Mediterranean zone to be
exposed in 2031–2060 to an increase in the annual mean temperatures in the order of
3–4°C (4–5°C in summer and 2–3°C in winter). Yearly rainfall is expected to drop by up
to 20% of current annual precipitation (up to 50% less in summer), whereas winter
precipitation is expected to increase. Changes in frequency, intensity, and duration of
extreme events are likely to result in more hot days, heat waves, heavy precipitation
events, and fewer cold days, these scenarios will make forest fires an even larger threat
to Mediterranean forestry and human well-being in rural areas (16) (17).
Fires in the Mediterranean Basin are more than just a consequence of long periods of
drought, climatic changes, and bad treatment; they are also considered to be an
indicator of the socioeconomic differences between the different areas comprising the
4
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Mediterranean Basin and their respective levels of development. Because of their
greater economic development, the Mediterranean countries in the northern part of
the basin in Europe report the highest number of fires and the most extensive areas of
fires (18).
Most wildfires in forests and woodlands are caused by people as a result of both
uncontrolled expansion of agricultural land activity and an increased use of forests for
recreational purposes and tourism (2). The misuse of fire for conversion of forests to
agricultural lands, maintenance of grazing and agricultural lands, extraction of nonwood forest products, hunting, industrial development or resettlement, and conflicts
and negligence (e.g. campfires, cigarette butts) are all human interventions causing fires
that have a direct impact on ecosystems (4).
During the last decades, sharp increase in fire events in Mediterranean forests has been
observed, especially where the anthropogenic pressure is high (19). Thus evaluations of
fire risk, and in particular, understanding the spatial pattern of fire, are essential for
Mediterranean vegetation management (14). Such a risk assessment can help in fire
prevention which is the most effective counter measure, for the conservation and
sustainability of forest's health and vitality.
Period
1978-1987
1987-1990
1991-1997
1998-2005
2006 (until July)
Total

Burnt area (0.1 ha)
3,322
9,595
2,236
12,433
2,562
30,148

Table 1 - The known burnt areas of Mt. Carmel, 1978-2006
Source: Tesler N. and others 2007 – (59)

In addition, efficient fire monitoring can help in early warning, intervention decisionmaking and measuring impacts (3). This point is crucial in regions such as the
Mediterranean, where high ecological value coincides with dense population (20).

5
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1.2 Study area
The study area (200 km2 with an altitude range of 9-540 m) is the entire natural reserve
region of Mount Carmel, Israel, and the surrounding lands, excluding urban areas. The
Mount Carmel ridge (35E,32N) (see Map 1) rises from the northeastern Mediterranean
Sea shore. Its Mediterranean climate is characterized by dry, hot summers and rainy
winters (annual precipitation ranges from 550 mm near the coastal plane to 750 mm at
the highest elevations).

Map 1 - Location of Mount Carmel

Naveh (13) characterized the region as a Mediterranean fire bio-climate. The area
provides a complex scene for mapping fire spread, owing to its fine-scale heterogeneity
in topography and vegetation (see Map 2). Mount Carmel has an annual average of 11
wildfires, mostly during the dry period, from May through September (21). Eight large
wildfires were recorded on Mount Carmel during the past 27 years, which consumed
areas of 80-530 ha each, and dozens of smaller fires. The sources of all fires in region are
anthropogenic.
Higher fire occurrence frequency observed worldwide, this tendency became obvious in
the Mediterranean ecosystem of Mount Carmel (see Table 1) in northwestern Israel,
which experienced increasing numbers of forest fires at various extents and levels of
severity, as a result of increasing human activities (21).

6
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Map 2 – Mount Carmel aerial view
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1.3 Mapping fire risk
1.3.1 Literature review
Quantification of fire hazard and risk is a difficult and contentious task due to (a) the
complexity of fire events across multiple time and space scales, (b) the intricateness of
evaluation of fire effects on the ecosystem, and (c) the diversity of fire regimes and
patterns created by these fire events over time (22).
A wide review of the Wildland fire risk literature revealed an inconsistent and confusing
use of the terms "risk", "hazard" and "danger". The Lack of clearance of these
definitions is an obstacle to research and management, for such that a comparison of
results or methods is often impossible because different researchers are really talking
about different things.
Many methods and computer programs have been developed in order to compute
measures of fire hazard and risk. However, many of these measures are correlated,
inappropriate, contradictory, or unsuited for the fire management issue being
addressed. The selection of variables to rate fire hazard is ultimately dependent on the
objectives of the hazard analysis, which must be explicitly stated. A map portraying the
risk of loss of property from fire, for example, would be quite different from a map that
describes forest stands with the greatest potential of experiencing high intensity fire.
While most fire hazard maps may be useful, it is important that their temporal and
spatial scales, limitations, and uncertainty be recognized when interpreting them (23).
Fire hazard has been described using a variety of approaches and variables, including
expected fire behavior, fuel characteristics, satellite image classification, topography
analysis, expert knowledge, socioeconomic analysis, and crown fire index calculations.
Fire risk, on the other hand, has been described as the probability of a fire causing loss
of habitat, probability distribution of ignitions, fire sizes, and burning conditions, fire
weather occurrence, and frequency of rare fire events (22).
Most fire hazard efforts tend to concentrate on stand-level fuels and their
characteristics without recognizing the spatial influence of topography, winds, and
adjacent fuels. The spatial patterns of landscape composition and structure are
important to fire hazard because fuel pattern will ultimately influence fire spread and
intensity. Moreover, spatial patterns of fuels ultimately dictate the design and
placement of fuel treatments on the landscape. Although Fuel load is a major
component of fire risk, the risk level is also affected by many other factors, such as
weather conditions, ignition sources and topography. However, as the map scale and
extent of the analysis increases, spatial relationships may become less important.
Regional and national evaluations of fire hazard and risk to prioritize watersheds for

8
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fuels treatments may not require detailed analysis of spatial pattern as much as projectlevel analysis conducted to optimize treatment locations (22).
The first efforts to describe fire hazard using multi layered GIS have merged layers with
conflicting characteristics to create a final estimation layer that is often limited. Those
attempts have been based on expert knowledge indexing models, spatially weighted
indexing models, simple factoring equations etc. (22).
Again, this diversity of fire hazard and risk approaches and measures exists because
each analysis must be crafted to address specific management objectives, so a clear,
concise statement of objectives is critical for any hazard analysis. However, many fire
hazard projects are designed around the availability of commonly used, well accepted
spatial data layers that indirectly represent fire hazard, rather than create those layers
that are directly important to the management objective.
Current available risk maps are typically constructed at coarse resolutions (pixel size=10²
- 10⁴ ha) using fuel models or vegetation maps (24) (25) (26) (27) (28). Nevertheless,
such risk maps have limited capacity for prescribing fire prevention activities, such as
constructing forest roads and border zoning. Allocation of such activities at local scales
would require a high resolution risk map (pixel size=10⁻¹ - 10¹ ha), where the hotspots of
high risk would be delimited at local and landscape scales. The typical method for
mapping fire risk using vegetation fuel maps cannot produce such fine resolutions, so a
different approach is required.
To this end, Fire risk maps have become widely used in many countries (29). Several
studies dealt with risk mapping of different factors in the Mediterranean forests (14).
They classified vegetation cover types by integrating spectral and ancillary data using
satellite data taken in spring and summer periods. Other studies used remote sensing to
construct fuel maps as surrogates to fire risk (30).

1.3.2 Fire risk assessment
While assessing "fire risk" we consider "risk" as a definition of (a) possibility of loss or
injury: peril; and (b) someone or something that creates or suggests a hazard (31). The
term "risk" generally has two distinct areas of meaning: (a) chance and probability; and
(b) loss, harm, and injury. Current wildland fire glossaries focus on the former area,
neglecting the latter. For example, the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization's Wildfire Management Terminology defines fire risk as "the chance of fire
starting, as affected by the nature and incidence of causative agencies". This definition
focuses on fire cause (the probability of ignition), ignoring fire effects (fire outcome or
the likelihood of damage) (32).
Wildland fire risk analysis focuses on two general areas: a fire's probability of
occurrence and its outcome. These are the focal points for the three main wildland fire

9
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research areas: fire effects, fire behavior, and fire occurrence. Risk analysis can thus
stimulate interdisciplinary approaches.
The main two problems specific to wildland fire risk analysis: spatial location and impact
indicators. The first problem is identifying the location. Whereas most technical hazards
have fixed locations (for example, a road or power plant), wildland fires can, in principle,
start in any location covered by combustible vegetation. In assessing wildland fire risk,
analysis must account for an infinite number of potential locations. The second problem
is selecting relevant impact indicators for various types of affected objects. Damages
should, whenever possible, be quantified to permit their discussion and assessment.
The diversity of fire behavior patterns needs to account for fire spread which is largely
dependent on spatio-temporal variation in ignitions, weather, topography, and fuels
(33). Risk assessment maps should represent a wide range of ignition locations, weather
conditions, and the resulting fire spread. This requires data for a large number of fires,
based on many ignition locations and various weather conditions. In practice, it is
impossible to obtain or simulate data for the infinite number of possible combinations
of ignitions and weather conditions.
Risk deals with future events, which cannot be predicted in a deterministic way.
Scenarios must be constructed to represent possible realizations of a hazard (in this
case, a wildland fire). These scenarios should define all relevant preconditions and
causes of an event and thus enable the quantitative determination of risk. In a
comprehensive risk analysis, several scenarios are usually constructed to reflect all
relevant cases.
Empirical determination of fire risk requires information on an adequate number of fire
occurrences for each weather condition, and an extensive suite of biophysical variables.
In most places, these requirements (especially when fire records are scarce) limit the
feasibility of an empirical approach. A solution is to use fire rotation times, which was
used, for example, to assess the risk of stand replacing fires in the WUI in Northern
lower Michigan. However, analysis using fire rotation data assumes that future fire
regimes will be similar to those of the past, and this may not be the case as landscapes
become more settled and climate changes (22) (34).

10
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1.4 Fire behavior modeling
Fire behavior simulation is one of the most effective tools for exploring the relationships
between fire, climate, terrain, and vegetation. During the last decades many scientific
studies have investigated forest fire behavior, whose understanding and estimation is
the most important factor for successful forest fire simulation modeling. The usefulness
of models for studying such complex interactions has been evident by the large number
of models and model types that have been developed (35).
Generally, wildland fire behavior models are composed of a collection of mathematical
equations whose solution gives numerical values for the spatio-temporal evolution of a
set of variables; physical variables related to fire perimeter advance such as rate of
spread, fuel consumption and fireline intensity; and geometric flame features of the fire
front such as height, length and angle of inclination. These models relay on vegetation
characterization as fuels models (36). In this way, a detailed description of fire behavior
modeling is obtained.
Wildland fire-vegetation mathematical models include various components of physical
subsystem models to describe fire dynamics:
a. Surface fire models. The physical system describing surface fuel less than 2 m high
(Small trees, bushes, herbaceous vegetation, and fallen trunks are included).
b. Crown fire models. This physical system is formed by surface and aerial vegetation
strata. If the fire front spreads burning both strata at the same time, an active crown
fire is taking place. If fire consumes surface fuel and the crowns of individual trees it
is defined as a passive crown fire.
c. Spotting models. Spotting is formed by firebrands or pieces of burning material
which are transported by the convection column and carried beyond the main
perimeter of the fire. Ground fire models. This physical system covers the organic
forest horizons below the litter which are formed by fermentation and humus layers
that accumulate above mineral soil.
These behavior models are abstractions of the overall three-dimensional process of
unconfined combustion that links implicitly to the environment through heat and mass
transfer feedbacks. The combination of several wildland fire models and the use of
computing tools to make calculations easier are essential mechanisms for forest fire
management.
Pastor (37) reviewed more than 40 surface fire spread models, those where classified
according to the nature of their equations into Three categories:
a. Theoretical models; such as Anderson’s are generated from the laws that govern
fluid mechanics, combustion and heat transfer. Validation of these kinds of models
is extremely difficult, although they may be extrapolated to a wide variety of fire
situations.

11
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b.

c.

Empirical models; such as Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group’s are composed of
statistical correlations extracted from experiments or historical wildland fire
studies. These models are only applicable to systems in which conditions are similar
to those used in formulating and testing the models.
Semi-empirical models; such as Rothermel’s are proposed from simple, general and
theoretical expressions, and completed through experimentation. Their
extrapolation is adequate in situations similar to those used in obtaining
experimental data. The difficulty in validating these models is less than in
theoretical modeling, although it is significant.

The reviews indicate that such models have not been used previously to construct fire
risk maps. However, a first step to this end has been taken by Mbow (38), who used
multiple simulations of fire spread to highlight (simulated) burnt vs. non-burnt areas at a
very fine resolution.

1.4.1 The fire spread component
Accurate fire spread algorithms are often so complex that they require prohibitively
large computer and input data resources for time consuming regional simulations. The
spread component simulates the growth of fire across a landscape. It is important
because it is responsible for the footprint of fire on the landscape and provides direct
spatial linkage to the postfire vegetation dynamics, which in turn feeds back to the fire
ignition and spread components. Several strategies have been used to simulate the
growth of fire, but none appear to be superior in all aspects (39).
Rothermel (40) created the most widespread and practical mathematical model of
surface fire spread to date. Through semi-empirical surface fire modeling using global
heat balances, Rothermel included the following equation (see equation 1). It computes
the steady-state fire spread rate (m/min) in a plane parallel with the ground surface at
every vertex:
Ι ξ (1 + Φ w + Φ s )
R= R
ρ b εQig
Equation 1 - Rothermel's equation

Wind and slope coefficients (see appendix) are accounted for by the additive terms Φ w
and Φ s , respectively. While fuel bed characteristics are specified according to the
format of fire behavior fuel models (36).
It can be seen from Rothermel equation that fire propagation through biomass depends
upon the amount of heat transferred to adjacent fuel not yet affected by ignition. The
numerator of the equation denotes the amount of energy received by non burnt
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surrounding biomass and the denominator represents the required heat to bring this
potential fuel to the ignition temperature.
The model was implemented successfully in the majority of North American forestry
management offices. The Rothermel work was developed under semi-empirical lines,
and is therefore reliant on the experimental conditions of testing. Thus, its application
to Mediterranean vegetation did not yield an immediate success, probably because of
insufficient calibration processes. However, it has been incorporated into complex
wildland fire analysis tools that are applicable in Mediterranean Europe today (41) (42).

1.4.2 GIS and fire spread simulation techniques
With the advent of powerful computer workstations, a growing number of fire
simulation systems are emerging for use by wildland fire planners and managers. These
systems, with their graphical user interfaces, linkages to digital maps produced by
geographic information systems (GIS’s), and colorful outputs of spatial fire patterns,
have taken wildland fire prediction beyond tables and graphs to multi-dimensional
displays of fire behavior across entire landscapes. Capable of consistently representing
fire behavior and spatially validating fire prediction models, today’s fire simulation
systems are becoming valuable tools for wildland fire management (43).
A fire simulation system combines an underlying fire prediction model with a fire
simulation technique, in order to represent the spread of fire across the spatial domain.
By categorizing the various types of fire prediction models and simulation techniques,
we can identify the similarities and differences among those systems. The resulting
classification scheme for fire simulation systems enables fire managers and planners to
compare the various systems and decide which ones best meet their needs (43).
Simulation techniques differ from each other in landscape representation and in the
spreading process. Three major strategies for simulating fire spread are identified: (a)
shape, (b) cellular automaton, and (c) vector strategies.
The shape strategy simulates the growth of fire by a “cookie cutter” approach where all
lands within a predetermined fire perimeter (often a truncated ellipse of varied size) are
burned. Wind, slope, and vegetation can influence fire size and shapes but these are
usually model probabilistic inputs. Fires are never really “spread” across the landscape,
but rather fire pattern is predetermined without the incorporation of spatial
relationships. The size and shape of the pattern can be computed from stochastic
functions, probabilistic approach, or statistical and mechanistic fire spread models,
empirical and physical approach (42).
Cellular automaton models simulate the spread of fire from one pixel to another in a
raster spatial domain. Fire spread in cellular models can be simulated as a stochastic
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event based on probability distributions, empirical relationships based on cell
characteristics, or physical equations based on fuel conditions. Cellular spread models
commonly included in fire simulations may have a scale problem that consistently
creeps into raster spread simulations. Fire spreads at different rates along the
perimeter; the heading fire, flaming front at the head or downwind side of the fire,
generally moves the fastest while the backing fire, flaming front at the rear or upwind
fire boundary, is generally the slowest. As a result, cell-to-cell spread simulations tend to
oversimplify the fire growth process (42).
The vector strategy simulates the spread of fire as a continuously expanding fire
polygon. This polygon is defined by a series of two-dimensional vertices that increase in
number as the fire grows over time. Vector models often get model inputs from raster
layers, but the actual spread of the fire is simulated using vectors. Probabilistic
strategies use stochastic functions to compute the rate and direction of fire spread and
may integrate environmental variables to determine cell-to-cell spread. Empirical
approach use regression functions to drive the spread of fire in directional vectors, while
the physical approach uses algorithms that simulate the physical processes that drive
fire growth. An example of a physical vector model is FARSITE fire growth model
constructed by Finney (44) and implemented in our research approach (42).

1.4.3 FARSITE: Fire Area Simulator - Model
The main tool used in this risk analysis is FARSITE - Fire Area Simulator (45), a twodimensional deterministic fire growth simulation model developed by the USDA Forest
Service (44). FARSITE uses spatial information on topography and fuels along with
weather conditions to allow computation of fire growth in perimeter and area. The
simulator is widely used by the US National Park Service, USDA Forest Service and other
land management agencies to simulate the spread of wildfires across the landscape (24)
(46) (47) (48).
FARSITE incorporates existing fire behavior models of surface fire spread, crown fire
spread, spotting, point-source fire acceleration, and fuel moisture. It demonstrates the
linkages between existing fire behavior models and the consequences to spatial
patterns of fire growth and behavior.
The simulator uses the vector or wave approach to fire growth modeling (Huygens'
principle). The fire front is propagated as a continuously expanding fire polygon at
specified timesteps. The fire polygon is defined by a series of two-dimensional vertices
(points with X,Y coordinates). The number of vertices increases as the fire grows over
time (polygon expands). The expansion of the fire polygon is determined by computing
the spread rate and direction from each vertex and multiplying by the duration of the
timestep. Spread direction and rate normal to the fire front is determined from the
direction and rate of maximum spread by an elliptical transformation. The reliance on
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an assumed shape, in this case an ellipse, is necessary because the spread, rate of only
the heading portion of a fire is predicted by the present fire spread model. Fire spread in
all other directions is inferred from the forward spread rate using the mathematical
properties of the ellipse (see Figure 1). It is assumed that the ignition point of fire origin
is coincident with the rear focus of the ellipse (44).

Figure 1 - 2D Fire Shape / Wind Fuel, Finney 1998 (44)

The concept of applying Huygens' principle to model fire growth simply involves using
the fire environment at each vertex on the fire perimeter to dimension and orient an
elliptical wavelet at each timestep (see Figure 2). Calculations at each vertex of the fire
front are assumed independent of the others. The shape and direction of the ellipse are
determined by wind-slope vector while the size is determined by the spread rate and
the length of the timestep. Richards (49) analytically derived a differential equation that
propagates any point using an elliptical fire shape. Richards technique is employed in
FARSITE model and uses the vertices of the fire perimeter polygon as the propagation
points.
All fire growth simulations require spatial data that comprise the fuels, weather, and
topography elements of fire behavior. In FARSITE, weather and winds are input as
streams of data, whereas fuels and topography are provided as GIS raster themes (see
Table 1). GIS data are provided in raster format to facilitate rapid access by the model to
the necessary spatial data. Raster resolutions of 25 to 50 [m] provide an acceptable level
of detail for heterogeneous landscapes.
Weather and wind data must be extrapolated from a few weather recording stations
that are representative of the fire location. The following two data streams were
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devised to provide the minimum set of inputs required to compute fuel moisture and
fire behavior.
Raster theme
Elevation

Units
M,ft

Slope

Percent

Aspect
Fuel model

Az

Canopy Cover

Percent

Usage
Used for adiabatic adjustment of temperature and
humidity from the reference elevation input with the
weather stream.
Used for computing direct effects on fire spread, and
along with Aspect, for determining the angle of
incident solar radiation (along with latitude, date, and
time of day) and transforming spread rates and
directions from the surface to horizontal coordinate.
See Slope.
Provides the physical description of the surface fuel
complex that is used to determine surface fire
behavior (see Anderson 1982). Included here are
loadings (weight) by size class and dead or live
categories, ratios of surface area to volume and bulk
depth.
Used to determine an average shading of the surface
fuels that effects fuel moisture calculations. It also
helps determine the wind reduction factor that
decreases windspeed from the reference velocity of
the input stream (6.1 m above the vegetation) to a
level that affects the surface fire.

Table 2 - Raster input to FARSITE and their usage in simulation, Finney 1998 (44)

The weather stream consists of daily observations of minimum and maximum
temperature and humidity, and of precipitation at a specified elevation. These data are
used to generalize a diurnal weather pattern for a designated portion of the landscape
so that woody fuel moisture can be calculated.
The Wind stream allows for event-driven changes in windspeed and horizontal direction
as well as cloud cover. As with the weather stream, the wind and cloud data are
assumed to apply uniformly to the designated area on the landscape. Wind inputs are
required to reflect "open" conditions at 6.1 (m) above the top of the vegetation layer.
Windspeed is assumed everywhere to be parallel to the terrain.
The simulation process (see Algorithm 1) shows the nested logic of the model structure.
The total length of the simulation is broken down into timesteps. In each timestep, the
growth of each polygon is computed as the aggregation of spread from its vertices.
Separate fires are merged after each timestep is completed.
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Three simulation parameters (see Table 3) are used to control the spatial and temporal
resolution of the calculations: (a) Maximum timestep, the timestep is the maximum
amount of time that the environmental conditions are assumed constant so that fire
growth can be projected. (b) Distance resolution, it is the maximum horizontal spread
distance allowed before new information from the landscape is required. (c) Perimeter
resolution, which is the maximum distance allowed between vertices of the fire
polygon.
FOR {each timestep(date and time specified)}
FOR {each fire}
FOR {each vertex(X,Y)}
Get the fire environment (fuels,weather,topography)
Calculate fuel moisture from initial conditions
Calculate vertex orientation angle (eqs. [12][13])
Calculate surface fire (below)
ENDFOR
Correct crossovers
Compute area and perimeter
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Normalize Ember ignition, growth from time of contact
Merge all fires
{Surface fire Calculations}
Compute forward equilibrium spread rate (eq.[14])
Vector wind and slope (eqs.[15][16])
Compute elliptical dimensions using resultant wind-slop vector (eqs.[17]-[21])
Compute spread rate Rt by accelerating fire over timestep (eq.[22])
Compute average spread rate of fire over timestep
Compute spread differentials (eqs.[23][24])
Slope transformation (eqs.[25][26])
Compare fire spread with distance resolution
IF (fire spread is truncated to distance resolution)
Compute time to spread distance resolution with acceleration (eqs.[27]-[30])
Adjust spread distance to distance resolution
Reduce time elapsed to accomplish distance resolution
ENDIF
Algorithm 1 – Simulation process, Finney 1998 (44)
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Model equations used in Algorithm 1

xs = ( xi −1 − xi +1 ) ± Di sin ωi
Equation 2

ys = ( yi −1 − yi +1 ) ± Di cosωi
Equation 3

Ι R ξ (1 + Φ w + Φ s )
ρ b εQig

R=

Equation 4

Φ s = 5.275β −0.3 tan φ 2
Equation 5

 β 

Φ w = C (3.281U ) 
β 
op



−E

B

Equation 6

LB = 0.936e

( 0.2566U )

+ 0.461e( −0.1548U ) − 0.397

Equation 7
2

HB = ( LB + ( LB − 1)0.5 ) /( LB − ( LB2 − 1)0.5 )
Equation 8

a = 0.5( R + R / HB ) /( LB )
Equation 9

b = ( R + R / HB ) / 2.0
Equation 10

c = b − R / HB
Equation 11

Rt = R (1 − e − a a t )
Equation 12
2

a cosθ ( xs sin θ + ys cosθ ) − b 2 sin θ ( xs cos θ − ys sin θ )
Xt =
+ c sin θ
(b 2 ( xs cos θ + ys sin θ ) 2 − a 2 ( xs sin θ − ys cosθ ) 2 )1 / 2
Equation 13
2

Yt =

− a sin θ ( xs sin θ + ys cosθ ) − b 2 cosθ ( xs cosθ − ys sin θ )
+ c cosθ
(b 2 ( xs cosθ + ys sin θ ) 2 − a 2 ( xs sin θ − ys cosθ )2 )1 / 2
Equation 14
`
t

X = X t ± Dr sin ωi
Equation 15
`

Yt = Yt ± Dr cosωi
Equation 16

aa = aa − 18.8CFB 2.5e( −8CFB )
Equation 17

 e − at 1 
D = R t +
− 
a
aa 
a

Equation 18
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e − aaTt 1 
Dt = R Tt +
−  + Dt +1
aa
aa 

Equation 19

Tt = ln(1 − Rt / R) / aa
Equation 20

Perimeter Resolution

Distance
Resolution

Note the different
vertex position
with multiple
steps

Time step

Figure 2 - Fire propagation, FARSITE v4.1.005

1.4.3.1 FARSTIE Validation
FARSITE itself has undergone several years of testing and comparison with observed fire
perimeters but comprehensive validation has not been finished. This is largely a
consequence of having little control over error in the input data (poorly defined winds
and unknown precision of fuel maps) and data used for comparison, specifically the
observed fire progression maps (fire locations often contain considerable error in space
and time, for example, the fire position was guessed because it could not be seen
through smoke, and the time on the fire position was noted only to the nearest day and
not hourly). These sources of imprecision make it impossible to distinguish model error
from data error.
The few comparisons with observed fire spread patterns have shown reasonable
agreement for surface fires where environmental conditions are relatively simple.
Sanderlin and Sunderson (50) showed reasonable agreement between model
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predictions and observed perimeters of the Poterero wildfire (September 1973) in
southern California. Balbi (51) also examined the FARSITE and a physical model with
documented historical fire and achieved good results.
Phillips (52) concluded that FARSITE should be viewed as an option for fire modeling,
but work needs to be done on developing fuel models that better represent existing
conditions of fuels. Arca (53) conducted a study to analyze and compare the accuracy of
FARSITE simulations carried out in a Mediterranean area using different fuel models and
meteorological input data. Using the standard fuel models an over estimation of the
actual fire perimeters was observed; when fuel model number 4 of Anderson was
calibrated the simulation output covered 95% of the actual fire area.
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2 Research Objective
This study presents an approach that evaluates high resolution fire risk mapping using a
complexity of factors affecting fire behavior. The suggested approach uses the spatial
distribution of potential ignition sources and subsequent mathematical fire spread
model, activated through Monte Carlo simulation and bootstrapping techniques to
produce a high resolution fire risk map.
Such a mapping can be applied as a predictive tool for managing agencies. An important
advantage of such high resolution fire risk maps is that they may enable local managers
to plan long term strategic fire prevention activities, such as border zoning, forest
thinning and the allocation of fire fighting forces (54), based on a detailed, fine
resolution fire-sensitivity map.
In this research I make "fire risk" the central term. Specifically, I address "quantitative
wildland fire risk" embedding the concept of risk in the risk management process, where
risk analysis and risk assessment are important steps. Moreover, I use the value-free
term "outcome" to describe fire effects. In that sense I evaluate the fire event
"outcome" by accounting the fire occurrences and the fire spread patterns. We do not
deal with evaluation of these "outcome" effects as positive or negative fires, these
evaluations are left to ecologists and forest managers.
Taking the problems of spatial location and impact indicators into account, I define
wildland fire risk as the probability of a wildland fire occurring at a specified location and
under specific circumstances, together with its expected outcome as defined by its fire
behavior pattern, I measure location-specific fire frequency. The fire risk severity is the
accumulated frequency of fire scenarios distributions per cell area.
The major product is a decision support system for actual fire management, the
research goal is to investigate the potential usefulness of this approach as a possible
tool for fire risk mapping at high resolution, to evaluate the technique used, and
validate the overall results.
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3 Methods
3.1 The Simulation Model
The model used the deterministic FARSITE simulator as its core analytical method to
predict a single fire spread scenario outcome. The model generated multiple fire events
scenarios using randomization from a variety of input parameter’s data and
distributions to construct each fire event.
The events logged database was saved and considered as our empirical distribution. The
bootstrapping procedure was activated upon this distribution for resampling and
assessment. Relevant parameters such as SME, variance and Bias are calculated. A bias
correction is then conducted and the final risk map is evaluated. For the validation of
the product, a historical fire spread database is used, each historical fire is overlaid on
the final risk map and the compliance is tested.
The input parameters needed to construct each fire event include landscape
information, fuel information, weather conditions, and other miscellaneous data as
detailed in Table 3.
Input Type
Landscape

Fuel
Climatic

Ignition probability
Time data

Miscellaneous

Input
Latitude
Elevation map
Slope map
Aspect map
Fuel map
Vegetation map
Canopy Cover map
Adjustment
Fuel moisture
Wind speed and direction
Relative humidity
Temperature
Road probability map
Random percentage
Burn period
Fire Starting Date/Time
Fire Ending Date/Time
Simulation parameters
Number of simulations

Table 3 - List of inputs and parameters used in FARSITE simulation
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3.2 Simulation and Monte Carlo method
The basic notion in probability theory is that of a random experiment: an experiment
whose outcome cannot be determined in advance. Recent advances in simulation
methodologies, software availability, sensitivity analysis, and stochastic optimization
have combined to make simulation one of the most widely accepted and used tools in
system analysis.
A system is a collection of related entities, sometimes called components or elements,
forming a complex whole. The elements possess certain characteristics or attributes that
take on logical or numerical values. Typically, the activities of individual components
interact over time. These activities cause changes in the system's state. Each system has
a model from which one can obtain predictions concerning the system's behavior.
Models must be validated, and then can be used to derive a solution. We address a
numerical solution which is generally an approximation via a suitable approximation
procedure.
Simulation provides approximation via statistical estimators rather than exact
characteristics and performance measures of the model. Thus, simulation results are
subject to uncertainty and contain experimental errors. Monte Carlo simulation is a
stochastic computer simulation which includes some randomness in the underlying
model (55).
The principle of Monte Carlo simulation is that the behavior of a statistic in random
samples can be assessed by the empirical process of actually drawing lots of random
samples and observing this behavior. The strategy for doing this is to create an artificial
"world", or pseudo-population which resembles the real world in all relevant respects.
This pseudo-population consists of mathematical procedures for generating sets of
variables that resemble samples of data drawn from the population. We then use this
pseudo-population to conduct multiple trails of the statistical procedure of interest to
investigate the behavior of that procedure across samples (56).
Monte Carlo simulation methods are especially useful in studying systems with a large
number of coupled degrees of freedom, such as fluids, disordered materials, strongly
coupled solids, and cellular structures (see cellular Potts model). More broadly, Monte
Carlo methods are useful for modeling phenomena with significant uncertainty in
inputs, such as the calculation of risk in business. Monte Carlo methods are also widely
used in mathematics: a classic use is for the evaluation of definite integrals, particularly
multidimensional integrals with complicated boundary conditions.
It is a widely successful method in risk analysis when compared with alternative
methods or human intuition. When Monte Carlo simulations have been applied in space
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exploration and oil exploration, actual observations of failures, cost overruns and
schedule overruns are routinely better predicted by the simulations than by human
intuition or alternative "soft" methods (57).
The Monte Carlo simulation has been used to simulate fire spread and to estimate fire
risk and predict ecological fire regimes when actual data are scarce. A general
approaches to repeatedly simulate fire spread of fire across the landscape of interest
and then to estimate various statistical properties of occurrence (size, fire return
interval, probability of occurrence, fire intensity, etc.). A first step to this end was taken
by Mbow (38), a burn potential map was constructed by randomly spaced fire sources
FARSITE simulations. Compared with real historical fire scars, more than 84% of these
fire scars were found in the risk zones determined by FARSITE simulations burn map.
Later Fujioka (58) used FARSITE within Monte Carlo simulation with random ignition
points and constant ignition time and duration.
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3.3 Bootstrapping
Two of the most important problems in applied statistics are the determination of an
estimator for a particular parameter of interest and the evaluation of the accuracy of
that estimator through estimates of the standard error of the estimator and the
determination of confidence intervals for the parameter.
Efron, when introducing the original version of "bootstrap", was particularly motivated
by these two problems. Most important was the estimation of the standard error of the
parameter estimator, particularly when the estimator was complex and standard
approximations were not appropriate or too inaccurate.
In its most general form, if there is a sample of size n and a need to estimate a
parameter or determine the standard error or a confidence interval for the parameter
or even test a hypothesis about the parameter. The bootstrap provides a way to do it,
without making any parametric assumptions.
I look at the sample and consider the empirical distribution. The empirical distribution is
the probability distribution that has probability 1/n assigned to each sample value. The
bootstrap idea is simply to replace the unknown population distribution with the known
empirical distribution.
Properties of the estimator such as its standard error are then determined based on the
empirical distribution. Sometimes these properties can be determined analytically, but
more often they are approximated by Monte Carlo methods (i.e., we sample with
replacement from the empirical distribution).
While my definition of the number l is the “fire risk frequency at each location” the
estimator H = H (X) , I use can be defined as:
n

∑ FARSITE ( X , Y , Duration , Date )
i

H (X ) =

i

i

i

i =1

n
Equation 21

Efron's bootstrap is defined as follows:
Suppose we estimate a number l via some estimator H = H (X) ,
where Χ = ( X 1 ,..., X n ) , and the { X i } form a random sample from some unknown
distribution F . It is assumed that H does not depend on the order of the { X i } . To
assess the quality (for example, accuracy) of the estimator H , one could draw
independent replications X 1 ,...X N of X and find sample estimates for quantities such
as the variance of the estimator
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Var ( H ) = Ε[ H 2 ] − (Ε[ H ]) 2
Equation 22

The bias of the estimator
Bias = Ε[ H ] − l
Equation 23

And the expected quadratic error, or mean square error (MSE)

MSE = Ε[( H − l ) 2 ]
Equation 24

However, it may be too time-consuming, or simply not feasible, to obtain such
replications. An alternative is to resample the original data. Specifically, given an
outcome ( x1 ,..., xn ) of X , we draw a random sample X 1* ,..., X n* not from F but from
an approximation to this distribution. The best estimate that we have about F on the
grounds of {xi } is the empirical distribution, Fn , which assigns probability mass 1 / n to
each point xi , i = 1,..., n . In the one-dimensional case, the cdf of the empirical
distribution is thus given by

Fn ( x) =

1 n
∑ I{ x≤ xi }
n i =1

Equation 25

Drawing from this distribution is trivial: for each j , draw U ~ U [0,1] , let J = [Un] + 1 ,
and return X *j = x J . Note that if the {xi } are all different, vector X * = ( X 1* ,..., X n* ) can
take n n different values.
The rationale behind the resampling idea is that the empirical distribution Fn is close to
the actual distribution F and gets closer as n gets larger. Hence, any quantities
depending on F , such as Ε F [ h( H )] , where h is a function, can be approximated by
Ε Fn [h( H )] . The latter is usually still difficult to evaluate, but it can be simply estimated
via Monte Carlo simulation as

1 B
h( H i* )
∑
B i =1
Equation 26

Where H 1* ,..., H B* are independent copies of H * = H ( Χ * ) . This seemingly self-referent
procedure is called bootstrapping – alluding to Baron von Mϋnchhausen, who pulled
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himself out of a swamp by his own bootstraps. As an example, the bootstrap estimate of
the expectation of H is
*

Ε[ H ] = H =

1 B *
∑ Hi
B i =1

Equation 27

Which is simply the sample mean of {H i* } . Similarly, the bootstrap estimate for Var (H )
Is the sample variance

Var ( H ) =

*
1 B
( H i* − H ) 2
∑
B − 1 i =1

Equation 28

Of more interest are the bootstrap estimators for the bias and MSE, respectively
*

H − H and

1 B
( H i* − H ) 2
∑
B i =1

Equation 29

Note that for these estimators the unknown quantity l is replaced with the original
estimator H (55). The bootstrapping method can offers significance tests and estimates
of error and bias correction.
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3.4 Simulation framework
The Monte Carlo stochastic simulation session consisted of 1000 fire events activations
to ensure a steady state system. Each discrete event represented a single FARSITE
simulated fire. The spatial sampling ignition locations was done by two sources, 80% of
the points were randomized from the human activity buffer infill and 20% were
uniformly randomized without any spatial constrain. All fire parameters were selected
randomly for each event from predetermined uniform distributions.
To automate the process of multi-simulation FARSITE Core Java API was activated using
Java Code, a GUI (Guided User Interface) was developed to ensure ease of parameters
input and file management. The resulting 1000 maps of fire spread distributions, a fire
distribution is the entire area burnt in a specific fire, were overlaid and accumulated as
binary maps, the resulting normalized, by number of fire events, Location-specific fire
frequency served as the initial fire risk.
The Bootstrapping process was developed using MATLAB. Activated for a total of 1000
replications. Each replica resampled with replacement the 1000 Monte Carlo events, our
basic empirical distribution, thus creating differencing weighting for each event at each
replica. For each replica session a risk map and MSE were calculated.
The 1000 bootsrapped risk maps were then used to calculate an average MSE (Mean
Square Error) and an average risk map. The latter was used with the initial risk map to
calculate the Bias finally used to correct the risk map producing the final risk map.
The spatial data management and historical validation phase were conducted using ESRI
ArcMap, scripts were also developed using MATLAB for statistical inference,
bootstrapping process was done in MATLAB to ensure fast matrix calculation.
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Figure 3 – Model Diagram
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3.4.1 Simulation model and historic fires
A general correspondence between the hotspots on the risk maps and the location of
historic fires may provide some indirect support for the model. A spatial database of
historic fires on Mount Carmel was compiled by Haloutzy et al (59). This database
contains the fire distribution (the entire area burnt by a specific fire) for all large fires
that occurred on Mount Carmel between 1983 and 2006. To assess the degree of
correspondence between the simulated fire frequency map and historic fires,
distributions of historic fires were overlaid on the fire frequency map. For each historic
fire, the proportion of fire frequency coinciding with each frequency level was
tabulated. Each frequency level corresponded to 10% of the study area. The null
hypothesis here is that the distribution of historic fires would be evenly spread across
frequency levels.

3.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis
To obtain sensitivity analysis of the system, I repeated the process of risk evaluation,
where in each repetition; a single data layer was excluded or was offset. I recorded the
impact of the specific data layer on the final calculated risk map in reference to the
accumulated risk map.
Using the a logged database of the fire events that were randomized in the reference
initial risk map process risk maps have been conducted taking into account the following
changes to basic landscape data layers:
1. Flat DEM (aspect and slope calculated appropriately).
2. No Wind.
3. Unique Fuel Model and full canopy cover.
To evaluate location base Impact a different set of ignition points was generated
randomly with uniform distribution from the whole study area regardless of human
activity map.
RMSD was calculated for each of the maps comparing to the reference risk map. The
RMSD values were calculated using the formula:
n

∑(x

1, i

RMSD (θ1 ,θ 2 ) =

− x2, i ) 2

i =1

n

Equation 30
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Map 3 – Historical documented fires boundaries
Source: Tesler N. & others 2007 – (59)
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3.5 Model parameters
3.5.1 Landscape Data
Digital layers of elevation, aspect and slope angle were derived from a digital elevation
model (DEM) at a spatial resolution of 25 x 25 m. All urban areas were digitized using an
orthophoto of the study area. In these urban regions, fuel model #93 was applied
without ignitions or fire propagation (60).
A canopy cover layer, used in FARSITE simulation, was constructed for the entire study
area. Canopy cover was defined as the proportion of woody cover in a pixel (25 x 25 m).
The basis for this layer is a 2002 color orthophoto at a high spatial resolution of 1 m per
pixel. Cover was classified into two categories (woody vegetation vs. open/herbaceous)
using a supervised classification system. Accuracy assessment was conducted against
100 sites, which were visited in the field. Overall accuracy was 0.92. Woody vegetation
density at each 25 x 25 m cell was calculated, and this density map was used in the
simulation as the canopy cover layer (61).
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Map 4 – Digital elevation model
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Map 5 - Aspect
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Map 6 - Slope
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Map 7 – Canopy cover
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3.5.2 Fuel models
A prerequisite of this type of study is to adjust the model in order to account for
Mediterranean conditions. In the present study, fuel models of FARSITE (60) (36) were
applied to the Mediterranean vegetation (62) (53) (63). The basis for the fuel map was a
detailed map of Mediterranean vegetation formations on Mount Carmel, based on an
intensive survey of the entire area (64). Various changes have taken place in the region
since the map was constructed, and in particular, woody vegetation age and density
have typically increased (65). However, the basic vegetation formations were not
replaced. A single fuel model was assigned to each major vegetation formation in the
eastern region (see Table 4), and adjustments were made to the fuel models of (36).
Eastern Mediterranean vegetation type
Anthropogenic elements
Bare ground
Calicotome dominated shrubland
Ceratonia dominated woodland forest
Herbaceous vegetation
Evergreen Oak (Quercus calliprinos)
dominated forest
Deciduous Oak (Quercus ithaborensis)
dominated woodland park
Pine dominated forest
Pistacia lentiscus dominated shrubland
Sarcopoterium spinosum dominated
shrubland

USFS model name
Agricultural
Bare ground
Low load humid climate shrub
Chaparral
Short grass
Chaparral
Chaparral
Timber
Low load humid climate shrub
Moderate load dry climate
shrub

Model #
93
99
146
4
1
4
4
10
146
142

Table 4 - Fuel Models

Fuel Models #1–99 follow (Anderson (60)) while models #142 and #146 follow (Scott
and Burgan (36)).
The Mediterranean woodland scrub is much less flammable than California chaparral,
probably since there is much more dead fuel in the chaparral (Jose Moerno, personal
communication). The documented rates of fire spread in Chaparral range between 15
and 80 km/h under moderate wind speeds of 2 m/sec (73), while the fastest reported
rates of spread in Mediterranean woodland scrub are 8-10 m/min (Gil Sapir, personal
communication). The respective fuel model #4 (chaparral) was therefore suppressed by
a factor of two, as a conservative estimate. Fuel model #1, applied to the Mediterranean
herbaceous layer in Mediterranean uplands is lower and thinner than in California, due
to heavy grazing (66). Fuel model #10 (conifer forests) was applied to the Eastern
Mediterranean pine forests with an adjustment factor of 4. This decision was made
based on ubiquitous indications from Spain, Greece and Israel (11) (67) (68) (69) on the
extreme flammability of Aleppo Pine (Pinus Halepensis), which is the species that forms
the pine forests of Mount Carmel. A rate of fire spread of 70 m/min was recorded for
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this species in Greece (70), which is much more than typical rates of spread in pine
forests in North America (71). Map 8 illustrates the distribution of fuel models in the
study area.
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Map 8 – Fuel models
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3.5.3 Climatic Data
Climatic data (wind direction and intensity, air temperature and relative humidity) were
selected for the respective dates and times of fire in each simulation, using actual data
collected at 0.5 h intervals during 2004 (this year represents typical average weather) at
three climatic stations; Haifa University, Ein Hashofet and Ein Camel (Table 5, Data
source: Israel Meteorological Service). In each simulation, a date/time and the
corresponding climatic record were drawn at random.
Station Name
Haifa University (HU)
Ein Carmel (EC)
Ein ha Shofet (EHS)

Y
X
202,000 741,000
196,000 731,000
209,000 723,000

Altitude (m)
490
25
265

Table 5 - Climatic station locations

In order to represent a typical wind raw data file (see Table 6), each station was
represented in four weeks raw data, concatenating two weeks continues data from each
one of the three stations thus giving same probability for all station to present wind
regime. Weather data (see Table 7) was constructed as daily observed from HU station.
Month Day Hour Speed (km/h) Direction Cloud Cover
6
1
800
8
253
0
6
1
900
9
248
0
6
1 1000
10
248
0
6
1 1100
12
248
0
6
1 1200
13
252
0
6
1 1300
14
252
0
6
1 1400
14
252
0
6
1 1500
13
257
0
Table 6 - Sample of Wind data file
Temperatures
Humidity
Hour Hour
1
2
Minimum maximum maximum minimum
500 1200
17
25
45
98
0
1200
20
25
57
49
2300 100
15
25
24
97
500 1300
15
20
70
97
0
1300
15
20
71
94
400 1500
17
20
75
95
200 1700
17
23
55
98
600 1600
17
25
51
97
600 1400
18
20
74
93
400 1300
17
20
72
98
Table 7 - Sample of Weather File (HU station based)

Month

Day

Precipitation

Elevation

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

490
490
490
490
490
490
490
490
490
490
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Most wildfires in Israel are anthropogenic, and thus a map of human activity intensity
would be a plausible surrogate for ignition risk. Here, distance from the nearest road
was used as a surrogate for human activity (72) and of ignition risk.
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3.5.4 Ignition risk

Figure 4 – Causes of fire, KKL fire database (1988-2005)

All roads and hiking trails in the study area were digitized, and buffer zones were
created around them (see Table 8). In lack of statistical data on roads and trails usage, a
buffer zone of 30 m was constructed around paved and non-paved roads, and a buffer
of 10 m was constructed around hiking trails and footpaths (see Map 9). Another buffer
of 100 m was constructed around villages and urban areas.
Type
Two Lane Road
Road Class A
Road Class B
Paved Route
Unpaved Route Class A
Unpaved Route Class B
Marked Paved Route
Marked Unpaved Route
Hiking Trail
Marked Hiking Trail

Risk Category
I

II

III
IV

Length (km)
32.78
37.27
39.10
94.32
56.84
225.40
10.84
43.22
71.98
103.49

Buffer (m)

30

10

Table 8 - Human activity road zones
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In the simulation session, 80% of all ignition locations were selected randomly within
the buffer zones and 20% were selected randomly within the entire study area.
The buffered human activity map was overlaid on flammable fuel types and the
intersection cells constructed the ignition risk map from which ignition points were
randomized uniformly.

3.5.5 Time Data
For each of the simulations, the ignition time was selected in the following manner: an
hour and calendar date was randomly drawn from a uniform distribution of dates during
the typical fire period (June-August). The duration of the fire was selected randomly
from a uniform distribution between 1 and 24 h, reflecting the typical fire length in the
region, the ending date and hour of the simulated fire was calculated accordingly.
The climatic data of the simulated fire scenario was determined by the respective date,
starting hour, and duration assigned to the specific simulation.
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Map 9 – Human activity zone
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Map 10 – Ignition points distribution
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4 Results
The buffer zones drawn around all roads and paths on the mountain comprised a total
of ~20% (31.5 out of 155.6 km2) of the flammable fuel models in the study area. There
was a high density of ignition locations in the 1000 simulation runs, but in some areas
away from roads, only few ignition locations existed (see Map 10).
The distribution of fuel models in Mount Carmel (see Map 8) is characterized by a fine
mosaic of models #10, #4 and #93 (planted pines, evergreen scrub, and agriculture
respectively). A single large patch of model #1 (short grass) exists in the south part of
the mountain.
Randomization of parameters was done and 1000 fire events were initiated (see log file
in appendix) and their accumulated fire frequency was calculated. The randomized fire
events sample was bootstrapped to assess the accumulated risk map, 1000 processes of
resample were conducted and bootstrap estimate was generated enabling MSE and bias
evaluation.
The results of 1000 simulation runs of fire spread revealed a clear pattern of fire
frequency on Mount Carmel, with most of the high frequency areas concentrated in the
northwestern part of the region. Areas that had been ‘burnt’ more than 50 times
(hereafter termed hotspots) comprise ~20% of the entire region. The major hotspots
were: The University Forest, Beit Oren Forest, East Nir Etzion Forest, and the El Mehraqa
Forest (see Map 11).
Old Values
From
To
0.00083 0.00394
0.00394 0.00787
0.00787 0.01181
0.01181 0.1492
0.1492 0.01803
0.01803 0.02114
0.02114 0.02487
0.02487 0.02839
0.02839 0.03357
0.03357 0.05201

New
Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 9 - Fire Risk reclassification

The bias corrected fire frequency map (number of fires out of the 1000 fire event) was
classified for cartographic reasons into 10 classes using the Quantiles classification,
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which classifies data into a certain number of categories with an equal number of units
in each category, as shown in Table 9.
The overall pattern of the risk map bears some resemblance to the fuel map (see Figure
5), where pine forests are dominant in these hotspots. However, some hotspots consist
of oaks or mixed forests (such as El Mehraqa - South East Daliya and Nir Etzion Forests –
Eastern Megadim), while some pine forests are assigned as low-risk areas. The analysis
of hotspot characteristics corroborates this observation: the composition of fuel models
in the areas of hotspots was similar to the composition in the entire study area, except
for Model #142 which seems to be highly flammable and thus is defined in risky classes.
Similarly, there were no significant differences between the hotspots and the rest of the
area in the topography or in the density of woody vegetation.

Fuel Models Percentage at Risk Classes
100%
Model #146

80%

Model #142
Model #99

60%

Model #93
40%

Model #10
Model #4

20%

Model #1

0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 5 – Percentage of fuel models at different risk classes
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Map 11 – Final risk map
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To assess the degree of correspondence between the risk map and historic fires, the
distributions of historic fires on Mount Carmel mapped by Haloutzy et al (59) were
selected and overlaid on the risk map. This analysis revealed that historic fires were
strongly associated with the zones of high fire frequency in the simulations map (see
Figure 6).
In most fires, the burnt area corresponded mostly to areas within the top 30%
percentiles in the map of simulated fire frequency, while only small parts of the
distribution of those fires was associated with lower fire frequencies map (i.e. areas of
lower risk in the simulated map). One fire occurred more or less evenly on high and low
fire probability areas (1998a). The area of a single fire (1999a) corresponded to areas of
low fire probability. Analysis of the traits of all fires (e.g., season, wind, area) did not find
any unique characteristics of those fires.

100
fire1998
80
Fire Area Percentage
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4.1 Compliance to historic fires

fire1989
fire1983

60

fire1999
fire2005

40

1999a
2005a

20

fire1998a
fire1999b

0
0
-20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

fire1978

Risk Class

Figure 6 - Fire area correspondence to risk category (%)

The total area of historical fires corresponds well to risk map (see Table 10), 50% of their
total area fall within the highest 30%, while 75% of their area is found at the 50% of
identified risk.
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90% 100%
Quantile 10%
Monte
13.35 34.45 49.49 60.19 73.13 82.54 88.41 95.82 99.67 100
Boot
17.82 38.23 52.72 66.21 75.19 82.32 88.33 95.82 99.64 100
Table 10 - Percentage of historical fire areas within Quantiled risk area (bootstrapping vs. Monte Carlo)
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The bootstrapping process was conducted using N=1000, a bootstrapping estimator was
evaluated enabling the generation of MSE and Bias values for each cell, the MSE values
were small with range of 8.01*10-7 to 5.1050*10-5, with mean of 1.7815*10-5.
The bias map (see Map 12) was used to correct the risk map evaluated out of the Monte
Carlo process. This correction enhanced the correspondence to the historical fires by
more than 5% (see Figure 7).
0.25

Historical Fires Area Percentage
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4.2 Bootstrapping

0.2

0.15

Monte
Boot

0.1

0.05
0
0

2

4

6
Risk Class

8

10

12

Figure 7 - Monte Carlo estimation vs. Bootstrapping estimation
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Map 12 – Bias spatial distribution
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4.3 Sensitivity analysis
For each of the four variations of data (flat DEM, no wind, homogeneous fuel model,
and random ignitions), risk maps were evaluated using the same approach then
normalized and a RMSD was calculated against a normalized bias-corrected risk map.
Risk maps of these four variations were reclassified using quantile classification into 10
risk classes (see Maps 13-16).
The results show (see Figure 8) the similarity between RMSD of all factors except for the
DEM which showed a lower impact on changing the final risk result under this approach.
The constraint on ignition location sampling of human activity buffered map seems to
have an important impact if compared to a “Random Ignition” location sampling
approach.
On the other hand the “no wind” map and the “unique fuel and canopy cover” gave
similar values of RMSD. Examining the risk maps reveal that the “no wind” risk map did
not identify the southern hotspots, while the “unique fuel and canopy cover” risk map
resemble the main northern hotspots although it expands it’s area and minimize the risk
of the southern spots, the main difference here is the areas with fuel models that was
not recognized with high risk categories.

Figure 8 - RMSD values
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Map 13 – Flat DEM risk map
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Map 14 – No wind risk map
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Map 15 – Unique fuel model and canopy cover risk map
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Map 16 – Random ignition points risk map
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5 Discussion
Existing fire danger maps show fire risk at coarse spatial resolution. For example, the fire
risk map currently used by the Israel Forest Authority assigns the same risk level to the
entire region of the study area (300 km2) (John Woodcock, personal communication). In
contrast, the present results show a very clear pattern of risk at fine resolution, where
neighboring areas (hundreds of meters apart (see Map 11)) may have very different risk
levels due to combinations of topography, vegetation cover, etc.
The Mount Carmel risk map highlights high risk as well as low risk regions (for example,
the villages of Ein-Hod and Bet-Oren are located within a high risk area, while other
urban areas such as Osfia, Daliya and Haifa are much less endangered). The pattern
revealed in Map 11, resulting from many simulations, is supported by the distribution of
the majority of the large historic fires (see Figure 6).
Previous studies of fire risk assessment focused primarily on vegetation and fuel, and
risk maps are typically based on fuel models and/or vegetation maps (e.g. (26) (27) (28)).
However, fire behavior (and therefore fire risk) is a complex phenomenon, affected by
local topography, micro climate, and human impact, in addition to vegetation cover. The
results of this analysis demonstrate these complexities.
The emerging pattern of simulated fires frequency seems to correspond to several
layers independently: fuel model map, the spread of ignition points (which, in this study,
is affected by the road pattern), and human impact. These findings echo several recent
studies that link the spatial pattern of fires to factors such as the pattern of fuel (26),
topography (27), weather (53), and human impact (62). Human impact is apparent at
agricultural and settlement location that act as artificial blocks. It was found (59) that
the distribution of the historic fires on Mount Carmel was not coincidental. Most fires
occurred near areas of intense human activity.
These findings indicate the complex nature of forest fires, and demonstrate that fuel
load by itself may not be a sufficient predictor of fire risk. This approach evaluated fire
risk at high resolution using most of the factors affecting fire behavior. These efforts
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, and the value of its product. The
bootstrapping technique seemed to have a good impact on the overall assessment and
results in comparison with the historical data.
This approach combines many data layers and mathematical modeling of complex
natural behavior and thus is exposed to many sources of error and uncertainty on each
level of these sources and models. Enhancing the accuracy of data such as using two
dimensional spatial wind modeling and the extraction of local fuel models using remote
sensing techniques should increase reliability of critical data. On the other hand adding
more data layers such as trees height using LIDAR or other techniques will enable us to
run more models of fire behavior such as spotting and crown fires.
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Recently, there have been several studies that assessed the performance of FARSITE in
predicting actual fire (73) (74) (63). These studies showed some differences between the
predicted and actual distribution of fire, in a single specific fire. The approach used here
involves numerous simulations, where there is no attempt, or need, to predict the exact
location of any single fire. The focus is on the overall spatial pattern of fire occurrence. I
presume that this pattern is depicted coherently, regardless of the performance of the
model for a single fire, since mismatches in a single simulation are likely to be canceled
out within the Monte Carlo process. The validation of this approach should not be at the
level of a single fire, but at the level of the general pattern. The overall correspondence
between the simulations map and distributions of historic fires points to the robustness
of this method. It is therefore justified to use the frequency map of simulated fires as a
risk map for the relevant region.
The sensitivity analysis revealed the importance of wind modeling, fuel modeling, and
the constraint of ignition location sampling versus topography, while the latter have a
major impact on the rate of spread; less influence was observed at the final result using
the multi simulation approach. The fore three data layers seemed to be crucial in
defining the locations of fire frequency hotspots and thus resulted in higher RMSD
averages when neutralized.
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6 Conclusions
The general correspondence between areas of high fire frequency in the simulations
and areas of historic fires supports the interpretation that areas of high simulated fire
frequency are high risk areas.
In addition bootstrapping process has supported system coherence, revealing low mean
square error. Bias evaluation and correction contributed to the fine-tuning of the risk
map, with more than 5% raise in correspondence to the historical fires overlay.
The Monte Carlo simulations of a fire spread model described in this thesis appear to be
very useful in producing a high resolution fire risk map. Such risk maps can prescribe fire
prevention activities at fine scales: border zoning, forest thinning and allocation of fire
fighting forces. In short, high resolution fire risk maps may enable local managers to
plan long term strategic fire prevention activities, these strategies can be also evaluated
using the same technique.
The human activity risk potential proved to be a critical factor to be modeled, thus more
data on socio-economic status and statistics of anthropogenic pressure must be
incorporated. On the other hand, rare events should also be considered for better
estimation.
Although empirical studies are immensely valuable, they are expensive and timeconsuming, making them of limited use for characterizing ecosystem fire risks over the
large areas and long time spans, the development of powerful multi core computer
processors and parallel coding with appropriate software design will make this task
faster and more approachable.
I believe a critical comparison of features in such systems will lead to a better
understanding of fire–climate–vegetation linkages and support the development of new
model hybrids by identifying the importance of simulation components that are
common across models. Even if their use is not yet standard in Mediterranean Europe,
they will be indispensable in forest management in the medium term.
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8 Appendix
Log file – fire events (Sample)
Event No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Start Date
11/6
8/6
23/7
21/8
26/6
2/6
3/6
9/7
21/7
25/6
23/7
5/7
18/6
10/7
13/8

End Date Start Hour End Hour
Duration
12/6
21:51
11:51
14
9/6
5:24
2:24
21
24/7
20:53
19:53
23
21/8
13:46
22:46
9
26/6
9:47
11:47
2
2/6
10:1
22:1
12
3/6
8:0
23:0
15
9/7
10:33
17:33
7
21/7
11:11
19:11
8
25/6
4:7
7:7
3
24/7
11:21
8:21
21
5/7
1:2
12:2
11
19/6
9:3
8:3
23
11/7
22:14
1:14
3
14/8
12:49
11:49
23
Table 11 – Log file of randomized fire events

X
197504
205505
202757
201444
206973
205582
205290
201582
201725
203513
200376
201683
198193
206407
203980

Y
726352
739940
736976
734758
737356
735119
724886
741100
735034
737842
734449
734103
739727
727573
734327
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Java Code used to automate model
/*
* MainForm.java
*
* Created on August 20, 2007, 2:34 PM
*/
/**
*
* @author Faris
*/
----------------------------------------------------------------------private void doFinish() {
//make validation to the fields
boolean validateError = true;
validateError = validate(validateError);
if (!validateError) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Error In Input
Validation");
return;
}
int
NumberOfSimulations=Integer.parseInt(jTextNumberOfSimulaitons.getText()
);
int
NumberOfRandomSimulations=Integer.parseInt(jTextNumberOfRandomSimulaito
ns.getText());
// creating Input and Output Directories & create the log file
try {
initInputDirectory();
initOutputDirectory(NumberOfSimulations);
} catch (java.io.IOException Exception) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"Error Occured in
initDirectoryFiles, this is an IOException");
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,Exception.getMessage());
}
processLayer();
// 2) Create the lcp file for the layer
// save it in the output>input directory
createLcp(getInInput("lcpmake_dl"));
//changing setting env for the linux
// 1-30/6 - 1-31/7 to 1-31/8
GregorianCalendar startdate = new GregorianCalendar( local );
startdate.set(2010,5,1,0,0);
GregorianCalendar enddate = new GregorianCalendar( local );
enddate.set(2010,7,31,0,0);
GregorianCalendar firestartdate,fireenddate;
firestartdate= new GregorianCalendar(local);
fireenddate= new GregorianCalendar(local);
int MaxDuration=24;
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int duration,SimN;
//for NumberOfSimulations - Random do
for (SimN=1;SimN<=(NumberOfSimulationsNumberOfRandomSimulations);SimN++){
//randomize Duration , Date and Location
firestartdate= RandomStartDate(startdate,enddate);
duration= RandomDuration(MaxDuration);
fireenddate= CalcEndDate(firestartdate,duration);
dispProgress(""+SimN);
dispProgress(" "+(firestartdate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1));
dispProgress(" "+firestartdate.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH));
dispProgress(" "+firestartdate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY));
dispProgress(" "+firestartdate.get(Calendar.MINUTE));
dispProgress(" "+(fireenddate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1));
dispProgress(" "+fireenddate.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH));
dispProgress(" "+fireenddate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY));
dispProgress(" "+fireenddate.get(Calendar.MINUTE));
dispProgress(" "+duration);
//create Vct.vct in output SimN
RandomRiskIgnitionPoint(getInOutput(SimN,"Vct.vct"));
dispNew();
//create setting FILE used to activate the FARSITE
createSettingsFile(SimN,firestartdate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1,firestartda
te.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH),firestartdate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY),f
irestartdate.get(Calendar.MINUTE),fireenddate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1,fir
eenddate.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH),fireenddate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DA
Y),fireenddate.get(Calendar.MINUTE));
//run FARSITE
runFARSITE(SimN);
//update table with data
}
//do random ignitions
for (SimN=SimN ;SimN<=NumberOfSimulations;SimN++){
//randomize Duration , Date and Location
firestartdate= RandomStartDate(startdate,enddate);
duration= RandomDuration(MaxDuration);
fireenddate= CalcEndDate(firestartdate,duration);
dispProgress(""+SimN);
dispProgress(" "+(firestartdate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1));
dispProgress(" "+firestartdate.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH));
dispProgress(" "+firestartdate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY));
dispProgress(" "+firestartdate.get(Calendar.MINUTE));
dispProgress(" "+(fireenddate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1));
dispProgress(" "+fireenddate.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH));
dispProgress(" "+fireenddate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY));
dispProgress(" "+fireenddate.get(Calendar.MINUTE));
dispProgress(" "+duration);
//create Vct.vct in output SimN
//dispProgress("Randomizing Ignition for SN:"+SimN+"...\n
Please wait...");
RandomIgnitionPoint(getInOutput(SimN,"Vct.vct"));
dispNew();
//create setting FILE used to activate the FARSITE
//dispProgress("Creating layer settings file SN: "+SimN);
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createSettingsFile(SimN,firestartdate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1,firestartda
te.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH),firestartdate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DAY),f
irestartdate.get(Calendar.MINUTE),fireenddate.get(Calendar.MONTH)+1,fir
eenddate.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_MONTH),fireenddate.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF_DA
Y),fireenddate.get(Calendar.MINUTE));
//run FARSITE
runFARSITE(SimN);
//update table with data
}
// Acumulating after process
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this,"DONE!!");
hideProgress();
}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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MATLAB code used for bootstrapping
%Calculate the Monte Sum for MSE and BIAS calculation
load('FireMatrix.mat');
SumMonte=sum(AllFireMatrix,3)/1000;
clear AllFireMatrix;
% to get the Original Sum of the Monte Carlo
SumBmonte=zeros(851,716);
SumBoot=zeros(851,716);
MSE=zeros(851,716);
BootIndex=zeros(1000,1000);
%Randomize indexing for Bootstrapping and Calculate the avg H*/B
for BootN= 1:1000
% to get the C1 - 3d MAtrix of Monte Carlo fires
load('FireMatrix.mat');
%change the probability of resample
A=ceil(rand(1,1000)*1000);
B=histc(A,1:1000);
BootIndex(:,BootN)=B;
%change the factoring probability
for kk = 1:1000
AllFireMatrix(:,:,kk) = AllFireMatrix(:,:,kk) * B(kk);
end
%get new sum of resample
SumBoot=sum(AllFireMatrix,3)/1000;
clear AllFireMatrix;
%the Sum of BootStrapping Sub-samples
SumBmonte=SumBmonte+SumBoot;
MSE=MSE+((SumBoot-SumMonte).^2);
end
SumBmonte=SumBmonte/BootN;
MSE=MSE/BootN;
%save the summary of Boot & Randomization BootIndex & MSE
saveMatname='SumBmonte';
save(saveMatname,'SumBmonte');
saveMatname='BootIndex';
save(saveMatname,'BootIndex');
saveMatname='MSE';
save(saveMatname,'MSE');
%Calculate The Boot Variance
BmonteVar=zeros(851,716);
for BootN=1:1000
% to get the C1 - 3d MAtrix of Monte Carlo fires
load('FireMatrix.mat');
%get Boot Index
B=BootIndex(:,BootN);
%calc a single Boot Mat
for kk = 1:1000
AllFireMatrix(:,:,kk) = AllFireMatrix(:,:,kk) * B(kk);
end
%get new sum of resample
SumBoot=sum(AllFireMatrix,3)/1000;
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clear AllFireMatrix;
%differ - of original monte carlo sum for bias calc
%the Sum taken from loading the Sum of monte calro
BmonteVar=BmonteVar+(SumBoot-SumBmonte).^2;
end
BmonteVar=BmonteVar/(BootN-1);
saveMatname='BmonteVar';
save(saveMatname,'BmonteVar');
%Calculate The Bias
Bias=zeros(851,716);
Bias=SumBmonte-SumMonte;
saveMatname='Bias';
save(saveMatname,'Bias');
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לסיכום ,המודל עומד במבחני האמינות והמהימנות ועל כן אפשר להטמיע אותו בעבודה האופרטיבית של
הגופים שמטפלים ביערות ,יש לעמוד על כך שתהליך זה צורך הרבה זמן מחשב ועל כן יש לשקול תכנות
מקבילי במקרה ורוצים ולהשתמש בו לטיפול בזמן אמת בשריפות .מצד שני שיפור איכות הנתונים הן על ידי
שימוש בטכנולוגיות חדשות כגון חישה מרחוק לאבחון מודלי דלק ומאידך פיתוח מודל דלק מקוריים
שממדלים תאי שטח ים תיכוניים הטרוגנים עלולה לשפר משמעותית את אמינות התוצר .שכבות מידע אחרות
כמו גובה עצים וגזעים יאפשר לנו להפעיל מודל התנהגות שריפה נוספים כמו אש צמרות וכו' .באופן דומה
אפשר גם לשפר את הסטטיסטיקה המרחבית של הפעילות האנושית באיזור.

הגישה לתיאור התפשטות האש ב  FARSITEהיא וקטורית לפי  .Huygens’s principleקו חזית האש מוצג
כאן כפוליגון מתרחב בצעדי זמן מוגדרים כאשר קודקודיו הדו-מימדיים מתקדמים באופן בלתי תלוי כמקורות
הצתה בלתי תלויים .מספר הקודקודים גדל כאשר האש מתפשטת עם הזמן.
התרחבות הפוליגון נקבעת ע"י חישוב קצב וכיוון ההתפשטות בכל קודקוד והכפלתם בצעד הזמן המוגדר .קצב
ההתפשטות המחושב הוא לאורך הציר הגדול של האליפסה וההתפשטות לשאר הכיוונים נגזרת ממנו .המודל
מניח שמוקד ההצתה הוא במוקד האחורי של האליפסה.
החישובים עבור כל אליפסה על קו חזית האש מתחשבים בתנאים המקומיים של הקודקוד ,כאשר צורתה
 SHAPEוכיוונה של האליפסה נקבעים ע"י וקטור רוח-מדרון .גודל ) (SIZEהאליפסה נקבע ע"י קצב
ההתפשטות ואורך צעד הזמן המוגדר .הסימולציה "רצה" במשך זמן קבוע מראש )מספר שעות או ימים(
ובתום מועד האש היא נפסקת.
לצורך המחקר שלנו נערך מדגם אמפירי של מקרי ההצתה כאשר כל נתוני המאורעות כגון תאריך ומשך
השריפה נקבעו באופן רנדומלי ממהתפלגויות הידועות של הנתונים 80% .ממיקומי ההצתות הוגרלו משכבת
הפעילות האנושית שכללה כבישים ,מסלולי מטיילים ושטחים אורבניים אחרים ושאר  20%נקבעו באופן
רנדומלי במרחב .הפלטים של שטחי השריפות שהתקבלו היוו את הבסיס לקביעת רמת הסיכון עבור כל תא
בשטח המחקר ,כאשר לכל תא במרחב שכללנו את כמות השריפות בשטחו.
מפת הסיכון לשריפות הכרמל הראתה דגם מרחבי ברור ,שעל פיו האזורים הרגישים ביותר לשריפות מצויים
בצד המערבי של הכרמל במיוחד באיזור בית אורן וניר עציון ,כאשר בצד הצפוני איזור האוניברסיטה הוגדר
גם הוא כאיזור סיכון ,ובנוסף התגלה שגם איזור אל מחרקה נתון לסיכון שריפה גבוהה.
בכדי לבחון את אמינות התוצר הטלנו על מפת הסיכון את השטחים של השריפות ההיסטוריות הגדולות
המתועדות שהתרחשו בכרמל .במבחן זה התקבלה תאימות גבוהה בין השטחים שנשרפו בעבר והשטחים
המוגדרים כשטחי סיכון.
מצד שני בכדי לאמוד את איכות התוצר הפעלנו על המדגם את שיטת ה  Bootstrappingשאומדת את ההטיה
והשר"ב של האומדן הסטטיסטי של מפת הסיכון על ידי הגרלה עם חזרות מתוך המדגם האמפירי הראשוני.
באופן הזה הגרלנו מתוך  1,000מאורעי השריפה )המדגם( כ  1,000סטים של דגימה עם חזרות.
כמבחן אחרון ביצענו ניתוח רגישות לשיטה המוצעת ,כדי לאמוד את ההשפעה של כל אחת מהשכבות על
התוצר הסופי .במבחן זה ייצרנו מפות סיכון כאשר אחת משכבות המידע היתה מנוטרלת ,באופן זה חישבנו
ארבעה מפות סיכון:
 .1טופוגרפיה שטוחה.
 .2מודל דלק אחיד ותכסית אחידה.
 .3ללא רוח.
 .4מיקום הצתה רנדולמי ללא תלות במפת הפעילות האנושית.
מהשוואה מול מפת הסיכון הבסיסית גילנו שלכל אחד מהשכבות ישנן השפעות משמעותית באופן שווה על
התוצר הסופי למעט לטופוגרפיה שהשפעתה היתה פחותה משאר השכבות.
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על מנת להפעיל את המודלים באופן אוטומטי ובכדי לשמור על צורת האש במרחבים הטרוגניים הנחנו
שהתנאים המקומיים בהיקף האש הם אחידים .הגישה ב  FARSITEהיא שהתפשטות האש היא תהליך נקודתי
של הצתות המתרחשות על שטח רסטרי.

שריפות מהוות הפרעה משמעותית למערכות האיקולוגית של היערות ,כאשר מיליוני היקטארים )כ 0.9%
מסך שטחי היערות( נשרפים מדי שנה בעולם ,והן גורמות נזק סביבתי והפסד ברכוש ובחיי אדם .למרות
ששריפות טבעיות יכולות להוות גורם חיובי בהתחדשות היערות ,רוב השריפות כיום נגרמות על ידי בני אדם
ומזיקות לצומח ולביומסה ,בנוסף להשפעתן על שינוי האקלים וזיהום האוויר.
איזור המחקר יערות רכס הכרמל כ 200 -קמ"ר ,מוגדר היום כמקשה אחת כאיזור סיכון גבוהה .המגמה
העולמית של עלייה במספר שריפות אובחנה גם בכרמל בשל הפעילות האנושית הנרחבת באיזור .המיקום של
רכס הכרמל בצד המזרחי של אגן הים התיכון מוסיף לסיכון בו שרויה הסביבה הטבעית של הצומח ,עקב
שינויי האקלים הניכרים באיזור ומשתבטאים בעליה בחום בימי הקיץ וירידה במספר הימים הגשומים .כל
אלה גורמים לעליית הסיכון ועל כן הבנה יותר מעמיקה של דפוסי ההתנגות של שריפות והשלכותיהן מהווה
בסיס להיערכות מול איום מתעצם זה.
מטרת המחקר הינה לפתח גישה למיפוי סיכון אש  Fire Riskמתוך הדמיות )סימולציות( מרובות )בשיטת
 (Monte Carloשל מודלים להתנהגות אש וליישמה לאזור הכרמל .התוצר העיקרי הוא מפת רגישות
לשריפות ברזולוציה מרחבית גבוהה וברמת פירוט גבוהה ,המאפשר למקבלי החלטות תכנון אסטרטגי של
פעולות מניעה )דילול ,אזורי חיץ וכד'( ברמה האזורית.
התנהגות האש במרחב היא תופעה מורכבת מאוד שקשה לתארה ע"י מודל מתמטי מופשט ,המכסה את כל
הגורמים והתנאים המשפיעים על אופי האש ואופן התפשטותה ,בתנאים של מרחב הטרוגני טבעי.
על מנת להריץ את סימולציית התנהגות האש בתנאים האמתיים של מרחב הכרמל ,בנינו מספר רב של שכבות
מידע לאיזור המחקר אשר משמשות כקלט לסימולציה .שכבות אלה נערכו לבסיס נתונים  GISאחיד ,כאשר
האזורים הבנויים במרחב )בעיקר חיפה והיישובים( אינם נכללים בתוכו .במהלך המחקר התבססנו על נתוני
אמת ברזולוציה גבוהה שכללו נתונים טופוגרפיים ,אקלמיים ,נתוני צומח ודלק .מכלול זה "הורץ" בשיטת
סימולציה תוך שימוש במודל ) FARSITE (Fire Area Simulator, Finney 1994שהוא מודל דטרמניסטי
המדמה התפשטות אש בצורה ויקטורית במרחב .מודל זה נמצא מזה שנים בשימוש שירות הייעור האמריקאי
) ,(USFSוכבר שימש למגוון רחב של מחקרים וכיום הוא המודל האופרטיבי הסטנדרטי של ארה"ב
להתפשטות שריפות.
הסימולאטור משלב מודלים קיימים של התנהגות האש .המודלים בשימוש  FARSITEהם:
•
•
•
•
•

מודל אש קרקעית )(Rothermel 1972, Albini 1976
מודל אש המועברת בראשי עצים )(Van Wagner 1977, 1993, Alexander 1988
מודל אש המתפשטת מעצים בוערים )(Albini 1979
מודל תאוצת אש ממקור נקודתי )(CFBPS 1992
מודל לחות הדלק )(Rothermel et al. 1986, Bradshaw et al. 1978

התוכנית מקשרת באופן מפורש בין המודלים השונים לבין הצורה המרחבית של התפשטות האש .הנחת המודל
היא שצורת האש הדו-ממדית היא אליפסה תחת תנאים אחידים במרחב )כלומר ,שהדלק ,האקלים,
והטופוגרפיה הינם קבועים בזמן ובמרחב( .אימוץ צורת האליפסה מקנה יתרון על שאר הגישות בגלל ייחודה
המתמטי של האליפסה אשר מאפשרת התפשטות אש היקפית או שטחית .האקסצנטריות של האש גדלה
במקביל למהירות הרוח ולשיפוע המדרון.

I
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תקציר

אני מודה לפרופ' מקסים שושני ופרופ' יוחאי כרמל על הנחייתם המקצועית
ותמיכתם לאורך כל הדרך.

אני מודה לד"ר שלומית פז וגיל ספיר ז"ל על עזרתם.

תודות גם למשפחתי למונא ,גוני ,דועא ,ורים על תמיכתם.

אני מודה לטכניון על התמיכה הכספית הנדיבה בהשתלמותי.
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המחקר נעשה בהנחחתם של פרופ' מקסים שושני ופרופ' יוחאי כרמל בפקולטה
להנדסה אזרחית וסביבתית ,הטכניון.

חיבור על מחקר
לשם מילוי חלקי של הדרישות לקבלת התואר
מגיסטר למדעים בהנדסת מיפוי וגיאו-אינפורמציה

פארס גהשאן
הוגש לסנט הטכניון  -מכון טכנולוגי לישראל

כסליו התשע”א חיפה נובמבר 2010
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מיפוי סיכון אש בכרמל
בעזרת הדמיות מרובות של התנהגות אש
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מיפוי סיכון אש בכרמל
בעזרת הדמיות מרובות של התנהגות אש

פארס גהשאן

